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 Everyday we identify ourselves more and more with our digital/virtual identity, the 
screenization of reality is a fact. Smart devices are everywhere. Ecce cello takes these 
elements to create it’s own vocabulary, confronting a virtual cello with a real one. It’s concept 
is (de)constructed using the music/instrument/technology relationship.  !
     Technology is redefining our sense of identity, changing meanings and customs. Our 
forms of communication have changed, this project reflects it in a radical and critical way, 
applying it to the composition and performing process. New possibilities and ways of 
dialogue are also raised by confronting these new devices to the audience. Instead of having 
a screen hidden in a laptop, the screen is placed in front of the audience, showing all 
interactions and processes, giving to technology a narrative force and it’s own discourse. The 
alienation that these smart devices suppose is also put in evidence, while giving at the same 
time value to the enormous communicative power that they have.
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//Violoncello reimagined// Since 1995 the Spanish cellist David Fernández explores the 
unique character of the cello, influenced by his experience in dance, theatre and video art. 
Berlin has become the perfect playground to merge classical music and technology, creating an 
avant-garde project which celebrates life with an energetic pessimism, full of joy and humor.  

Ecce cello has recently performed for the Minister for science and education of U.K. and 
the Mayor of Berlin after participating  as a guest in Biennale Amsterdam 2018 where 
collaborated with the living cello legend Misha Maisky, featuring three solo concerts and a video 
installation. Ecce cello has released 3 CDs with original compositions. Fernández is also a 
founder member of Stegreif Orchester Berlin. 



Performer, concept, video and composition: David Fernández. 
Duration of performance: 60 minutes approx. 
Pictures: Jelle Verhoeks, Melle Meivogel y Romina Peñate. 
Contact: info@eccecello.com 
Website: www.eccecello.com 
Social media: www.facebook.com/eccecello, www.instagram.com/ecce_cello 
Some videos: https://www.eccecello.com/two-minutes-with-ecce-cello, https://vimeo.com/
298574546, https://vimeo.com/211538302, https://vimeo.com/298608481, https://
vimeo.com/80791563 

Listen recording: https://eccecello.bandcamp.com/album/pocket-rhapsody 

!
Technical requirements !
- When stage is same high level than audience’s seats, it’s needed at least 110 cm. high risers 

to build a stage 2x2m. to allow audience to watch the screens attached to the cello 
- Stereo P.A. adequate to the size of the venue 
- Small sound monitor 
- 2 D.I. boxes for stereo sound 
- 1 hand mic 
- Sound and light technician with experience in live music and knowledge of the sound 

system of the venue to set/dismount all elements of sound system 
- Espectacular illumination to create at least three different ambients and be seen properly  !
David Fernández 

!
 Born in Madrid (Spain) in 1976 he studied dance and theater meanwhile he started to 

learn cello. He has played his compositions for cello in Roman Theatre of Merida, Canadian 

Embassy Berlin, Teatre Lliure, Teatre Romea Barcelona, Fusion Lärz festival, Volksbühne Berlin, 

Radial System Berlin, Fondation Maeght Nice, Arts Directors Club Hamburg, Music Tech Fest 

Scandinavia, FunkHaus Berlin and TEDxBerlin amongst others. Receiving the “most innovative 

award 2009” in Huesca International Fair, the Graham Massey Award in #MTF Scandinavia or 

winning two times the “Saddest song in the world contest” in Volksbühne theater Berlin. Also 

has recorded and produced 3 CDs: “Sunless”, “pOCKET rHAPSODY” and “Waterproof” with his 

own music label. He is also a frustrated inventor. 
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 Fernández has worked in theater, opera and dance productions with Angelica Liddell, 

Calixto Bieito, La Ribot, Robert Lepage, La Fura dels Baus and Rossy de Palma  among others. 

Acclaimed by Spain's press for his astonishing theatrical performances, 15 different 

productions with his own company also confirm him as a writer and director. He integrates 

daily life technology into his works, where the classical music has yet a strong echo. Since 2011 

he has established himself in Berlin, focusing exclusively on the cello. 

!
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CRÍTICS/REVIEWS/PRESS !
Warm, sensitive, full of  love and with enormous hunger for life and with “pitié” for humanity. David's work is impressive [...] 
of  enormous sensitivity.  
Alain Platel !
The future of  indie classical music in Europe. 
Glen - BANDCAMP 
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This is part of  Berlin’s culture. 
Michael Müller - Mayor of  Berlin !
Ein-mann-streich-quartet. 
Zytty Berlin !
Superb Playing. 
Antonio Romeo - Diario de Aragón (Spain) !

David Fernández is a seductive performer, a stage animal who uses his own desperation as an argument and as a shape. 
Squeezing cello possibilities  […] Instrument to which he is devoted   […] He makes a serious scene and plastic work, 
committed  […] Using standard technology, very well implemented and brought to a final theatrical purpose,   […] he puts the 
audience at stake.  
Roger Salas - EL PAIS  (Spain) !
	 In noways he is a nihilist. He is an passionate man. I think he has to be listened sometime.           
Eduardo Haro Tecglen - EL PAIS (Spain) !
	 He takes a big risk […] in this field of  personal search of  the fragile, of  the inner nudity.            
Julia Martín - EL MUNDO (Spain) !
 Inclusion of  technology in stage with a millimetrical and obsessive care; distilled body technique; the exhibitionism of  a           
beautiful and well prepared body […] Fernandez played his violoncello trembling, in front of  an unnoticed inauguration 
audience, and he played it with beauty, tremor and rage. […] Obsessive and bestial, stubborn and alone. 
Pablo Caruana - Revista Teatre Lliure  (Spain) 
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Ecce cello list of concerts from 2018 to 2011 !
07/11/2018 - Festhaall, Town Hall - Berlin 
27/10/2018 - Muziekgebow - Amsterdam 
24/10/2018 - BIMHUIS. Cello Biennale - Amsterdam 
05/08/2018 - Funkhaus (symphonic hall) - Berlin 
27/07/2018 - Plenarsaal (with Stegreif Orchester) - Schwering 
23/05/2018 - Theaterhaus (with Stegreif Orchester) - Stuttgart 
27/04/2018 - Podium Festival (with Stegreif Orchester) - Esslingen 
22/04/2018 - Resonazraum (with Stegreif Orchester) - Hamburg 
21/04/2018 - Konzerthaus (with Stegreif Orchester) - Berlin 
03/02/2018 - Dorian Club - Madrid 
06/07/2017 - Tafelhalle (with Stegreif Orchester) -Nürmberg 
17/05/2017 - Volksbühne (Winner Saddest song contest again) - Berlin 
08/05/2017 - Volksbühne - Berlin 
01/06/2017 - Dorian Club - Madrid 
03/02/2017 - La nave Indeleble - Madrid 
18/12/2016 - Volksbühne - Berlin 
01/12/2016 - Artte - Barcelona 
25/10/2016 - Instituto Cervantes - Berlin 
02/11/2016 - Chiesia S.S. Salvatore - Palermo, Sicily 
07/11/2016 - Moon - Ortigia, Sicily 
10/11/2016 - ZO culture - Catania, Sicily 
22/10/2016 - Bermuda3eck Plagwitz - Leipzig 
09/09/2016 - Volksbüne - Berlin 
22/06/2016 - mUSE Festival. Lutherkirche - Hannover 
02/06/2016 - Embassy of Canada - Berlin 
30/05/2016 - Funkhaus - Berlin 
12/03/2016 - Tune Munch Madrid Sessions - Madrid 
11/02/2016 - Matadero - Huesca 
27/12/2015 - Café la Palma - Madrid 
29/05/2015 - Music Tech Fest (Graham Massey award winner) - Umeå, Sweden 
21/05/2015 - ADC Festival (Tiboli Theaer) - Hamburg 
04/06/2015 - Volksbühne (Winner of “The Saddest song in the world contest”) - Berlin 
05/12/2014 – Kugelbahn - Berlin 
04/11/2014 – Bei Koc - Hannover 
29/09/2014 – Songs from a room - Berlin 
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BIMHUIS - Amsterdam

Konzerthaus - Berlin



15/08/2014 – Fondation-Maeght - Nice, France 
26/06/2014 - Fusion Festival - Lärz 
13/04/2014 - PIM Teatre - Milan 
23/04/2014 - Kellerklänge - Berlin 
25/01/2014 - Centro Humanidades de La Cabrera - Madrid 
06/12/2013 - Studio Babelsberg - Berlin 
29/11/2013 - Kunstsalon - Berlin 
07/09/2013 - TEDxBerlin at ICC- Berlin 
16/08/2013 - Koffer - Berlin 
03/07/2013 - KellerKlänge - Berlin 
28/06/2013 - KussKuss - Berlin 
18/06/2013 - Herika & Hilde - Berlin 
12/01/2013 - DorianClub - Madrid 
16/12/2012 - SchillingBar - Berlin 
23/11/2012 - Collegium Hungaricum - Berlin 
11/10/2012 -  Sowieso - Berlin 
01/07/2012 - Soho House - Berlin 
02/05/2012 - DorianClub - Madrid 
19/12/2011 – Library “Bravos” - Los Angeles, EEUU 
30/09/2011 - “Songs from a room/Sofar" - Berlin 

!
 Besides his performances as ecce cello, David Fernández has played his compositions for 
electric cello these last 22 years in theaters and festivals such as Teatro Romano de Mérida, Teatro de La 
Maestranza de Sevilla, Teatre Lliure de Barcelona, Teatre Romea de Barcelona, Festival Castell de 
Perelada Girona, Teatro Jovellanos de Gijón, “Max awards 2008”, and in many others in France, Italy,  UK, 
Portugal and Latin America. 
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Muziekgebow - Amsterdam

Fusion festival - Lärz

 Besides his performances as ecce cello, David Fernández has played his compositions for electric cello 
these last 22 years in theaters and festivals such as Teatro Romano de Mérida, Teatro de La Maestranza de 
Sevilla, Teatre Lliure de Barcelona, Teatre Romea de Barcelona, Festival Castell de Perelada Girona, Teatro 
Jovellanos de Gijón, “Max awards 2008”, and in many others in France, Italy,  UK, Portugal and Latin America. 

Roman Theater - Merida

Funkhaus - Berlin


